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Privacy Defined









Almost ZERO Privacy existed





How can one get a fresh start?



“a state in which one is not observed
or disturbed by other people”

“the state of being free from 
public attention”



Privacy Does Matter















“22% of data breached in 2017 involved 
stolen credentials (Verizon)”

“36% of compromised data was personal info like 
name, birthday, and gender (Verizon)”

“27% of breaches caused by human error (IBM)”



The Battle





Advertising
Marketing

Profiling
B2C / C2C

GDPR
FB Hearings

Mozilla
Android



Privacy in Web Apps





Privacy by Design

Ask for Explicit Consent

Providing Visibility and Transparency

The Right to Be Forgotten



“Determine whether the web app really 
needs all the requested personal data”



“Make sure sessions and cookies expire and are 
destroyed after logout”



“Do not track user activity without 
their explicit approval / opt-in”



“Tell users about logs that save 
location or IP addresses”



“Create a clear and easy-to-read terms & conditions
and privacy policy”



“Explicitly inform users about any 
data sharing with 3rd parties”



“Create clear policies for data breaches”



“Delete data of users who cancel their service”



Use OAUTH / SSO for data portability



“Enforce secure communications
through HTTPS & HSTS”



“Encrypt all personal data and inform users about it”



“Encrypt personal data from ‘web forms’ 
and inform users about it”



“Store logs in a safe place, 
preferably encrypted”



“Replace Security Questions with 
2-Factor authentication”



“Patch web vulnerabilities asap”







Then, we add Mobile Apps





Ask for permissions on first need and 
only when needed



Don’t store secrets in application code



Check authenticity of SSL Certificates



Use & enforce secure session tokens



Use time stamps to avoid replay attacks



Encrypt data on local phone storage



Then, we go On Cloud





Be careful with cloud instance locations



Wipe Out data before Dumping Instances



Use Private & Hybrid clouds for sensitive data



Check Cloud Providers for PCI Compliance



In conclusion…



Build your checklist

And Always Check it!

It is NOT hard

It is just delicate
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